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Math is the 
beautiful, 
    rich, 
  joyful, 
   playful, 
    surprising, 
     frustrating, 
      humbling, 
    and creative art 
   that speaks 
  to something transcendental.

It is worthy of much exploration and examination 
because it is intrinsically beautiful, 
nothing more to say.

Why play the violin? Because it is beautiful!
Why engage in math? Because it, too, is beautiful!

—James Tanton
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Preview GaMe 
Fan Tan (Sevens)

Math Concepts: sorting by attribute (card suits), counting up, count-
ing down, standard rank of playing cards (aces low).
Players: two or more, best with four to six.
Equipment: one complete deck of cards (including face cards), or a 
double deck for more than six players. Provide a card holder for young 
children.

How to Play

Deal out all cards, even if some players get more than others. The play-
er to the dealer’s left begins by playing a seven of any suit. If that player 
does not have a seven, then the play passes to the first player who does.

A Fan Tan game in progress.
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After that, on your turn you may lay down another seven or play on 
the cards that are already down. If you cannot play, say, “Pass.”

Once a seven is played in any suit, the six and the eight of that 
suit may be played on either side of it, forming the fan. Then the five 
through ace can go on the six in counting-down order, and the nine 
through king can go on the eight, counting up. Arrange these cards 
to overlap each other so the cards below are visible, or square up the 
stacks so only the top card is seen.

Players do not need to wait for both the six and eight of a suit to be 
played before they begin building the fan up or down.

The first player to get rid of all their cards wins the game. 

Keeping Score

If you want to keep score, count the cards remaining in your hand after 
one player goes out. After everyone has had a turn as dealer, whoever 
has the lowest total score is the champion.

Variations

Some people prefer to line up the sevens in a row, instead of a column 
as shown in the illustration. They build their fans vertically, with high-
er numbers above and lower numbers below the sevens rather than 
beside them. 

House Rule: Play always begins with the seven of diamonds, so who-
ever has that card goes first.

Domino: The player to the dealer’s left may lead any card, and then all 
the suits must start with that number (instead of with seven) and build 
up and down from there.

Fan Tan Trumps: When the dealer gets to the end of the deck and 
there aren’t enough cards to give every player one more, the last few 
cards are turned face up and may be played by anyone as needed. The 
suit of the last card becomes the trump suit, and cards of that suit may 
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be played on any of the fans, with the card they replace going on the 
trumps fan. Cards must be laid out in overlapping rows, not stacked 
up, so everyone can see where the trumps have gone.

For instance, if spades are trump, then a nine of spades could be 
played on the eight of hearts, which would leave the nine of hearts 
without a home—so it has to go on the spades fan.

Exceptions: The seven of trumps starts its own fan, like any other 
seven, and the last card dealt (the one that named the trump suit) must 
also be played to the trumps fan when its turn comes.

Crazy Tan: Only deal seven cards to each player, and set the rest of 
the deck out as a draw pile. The first player who cannot play must 
draw one, which he may play if possible. If not, and the next player 
also cannot play, she must draw two. If neither of those cards will play, 
and the next player has nothing to play, he must draw three, and so 
on, always drawing one more card than the last person. When one of 
the players is finally able to lay down a card, this resets the draw count 
back to zero.

Players are allowed to lay down a run (several cards in a row of 
the same suit). Or they may play parallel cards (cards of the same rank 
in different suits, played on the same turn). Or a player may even lay 
down parallel runs, if the cards happen to work out that way.

History

Fan Tan may also be called Crazy Sevens. Like any folk game, it is 
played by a variety of rules around the world. If you search for it on the 
Internet, you may run into an unrelated Chinese gambling game called 
Fan Tan, which is similar to Roulette.
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SeCtion i

A Strategy for  
Learning
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Introduction to the  
Math You Can Play Series

If a perfect teacher developed the ideal teaching strategy, what 
would it be like?

• An ideal teaching strategy would have to be flexible, work-
ing in a variety of situations with students of all ages.

• It would build true understanding and reasoning skills, not 
mere regurgitation of facts.

• It should prepare children to learn on their own in the fu-
ture.

• Surely the ideal teaching strategy would be enjoyable, per-
haps even so fun that the students don’t realize they are 
learning.

• And it would have to be simple enough that other teachers 
could understand and apply it, too.

This is idle speculation, of course. There is no ideal teaching strategy 
that works with every student in every subject. But for math, at least, 
there is a wonderful way to stimulate our children’s number skills and 

There should be no element of slavery in learning. Enforced exercise does 
no harm to the body, but enforced learning will not stay in the mind. So 
avoid compulsion, and let your children’s lessons take the form of play.

—Plato

Q

Q
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encourage them to think: we can play games.
Math games encourage students to develop a creatively logical ap-

proach to solving problems. When children play games, they build 
reasoning skills that will help them throughout their lives. In the 
stress-free struggle of a game, players learn to think things through. 
They must consider their options, change their plans in reaction to 
new situations, and look for the less obvious solutions in order to out-
wit their opponents.

Even more important, games help children learn to enjoy the chal-
lenge of thinking hard. In the context of a game, children willing-
ly practice far more arithmetic than they would suffer through on a 
workbook page, and their vocabulary grows as they discuss options and 
strategies with their fellow players. Because their attention is focused 
on their next move, they don’t notice how much they are learning.

And games are good medicine for math anxiety. Everyone knows 
it takes time to master the fine points of a game, so children feel free 
make mistakes or “get stuck” without losing face. 

If your child feels discouraged or has an “I can’t do it” attitude to-
ward math, take him off the textbooks for a while and feed him a strict 
diet of games. It will not be long before his eyes regain their sparkle. 
Beating a parent at a math game will give any child confidence. And 
if you’re like me, your kids will beat you more often than you might 
want to admit.

Math You Can Play

Clear off a table, find a deck of cards, and you’re ready to enjoy some 
math. Most of the games in this book take only a few minutes to play, 
which makes them easy to fit into even the most hectic schedule.

In my experience, flexibility and confidence in mental calculation is 
one of the best predictors of success in high school math and beyond, 
so the Math You Can Play games will stretch your children’s ability to 
manipulate numbers in their heads. But unlike the typical “computer-
ized flashcard” games online, most of these games will also encourage 
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your children to think strategically, to compare different options in 
choosing their moves. I get bored with games that focus on rote mem-
ory and speed, so I try not to inflict them on my children.

Each book in the series features twenty of my favorite math games, 
offering a variety of challenges for all ages. If you are a parent, these 
games provide opportunities to enjoy quality time with your children. 
If you are a classroom teacher, use the games as warm-ups and learning 
center activities or for a relaxing review day at the end of a term. If 
you are a tutor or homeschooler, make games a regular feature in your 
lesson plans to build your students’ mental math skills.

Be aware that my division of these games by grade level is inherent-
ly arbitrary. Children may eagerly play a game with advanced concepts, 
if the fun of the challenge outweighs the work involved, so second or 
third grade students may enjoy some of the games in the prealgebra 
book. On the other hand, do not worry about playing a game that is 
too easy for your students, as long as they find it interesting. Even 
college students will enjoy a round of Farkle (in the addition book) or 
Wild & Crazy Eights (a childhood classic from the counting book). 
An easy game lets the players review math concepts while focusing 
most of their attention on the logic of strategy.

As Peggy Kaye, author of Games for Math, writes: “Children learn 
more math and enjoy math more if they play games that are a little too 
easy rather than a little too hard.”

Talk with Your Kids

The modern world is a slave to busy-ness. Marketers tempt well-inten-
tioned parents with toys and apps that promise to give children an ef-
fortless academic boost. Homeschoolers dream of finding a curriculum 
that will let the kids teach themselves. And even the most attentive 
teachers may hope that game time will give them a chance to correct 
papers or catch up on lesson plans.

Be warned: although children can play these games on their own, 
they learn much more when we adults play along.
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For one thing, when adults play the game, we reinforce the value of 
mathematical play. By giving up some of our time, we prove that we 
consider this just as important as [insert whatever we would have been 
doing]. If the game is worthy of our attention, then it becomes more 
attractive to our children.

Also, it is only as we watch our kids’ responses and listen to their 
comments during the course of the game that we discover what they 
understand about math. Where do they get confused? What do they 
do when they are stuck? Can they use the number relationships they 
do remember to figure out something they don’t know? How easily do 
they give up?

“Language should be part of the activity,” says math teacher and 
author Claudia Zaslavsky. “Talk while you and your child are playing 
games. Ask questions that encourage your child to describe her actions 
and explain her conclusions.”

Real education, the kind of learning that sticks for a lifetime, comes 
through relationships. Our children learn more from the give-and-
take of simple discussion with an adult than from even the best work-
book or teaching video. 

If you’re not sure how to start a conversation about math, browse 
the stories at Christopher Danielson’s Talking Math with Your Kids 
blog.*

As homeschooler Lucinda Leo explains, “With any curriculum 
there is the temptation to leave a child to get on with the set number 
of pages while you get on with something else. My long-term goal is 
for my kids to be independent learners, but the best way for that to 
happen is for me to be by their side now, enjoying puzzles and stories, 
asking good questions and modelling creative problem-solving strat-
egies.”

And playing math games.

* TalkingMathWithKids.com
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Mixing It Up

Games naturally evolve as they move from one person to another. 
Where possible, I have credited each game’s inventor and told a bit of 
its history, but some games have been around so long they are impos-
sible for me to trace. Many are variations on traditional childhood fa-
vorites. For example, I was playing Tens Concentration with my math 
club kids years before I read about it in Constance Kamii’s Young Chil-
dren Reinvent Arithmetic. Similarly, an uncountable number of parents 
and teachers have played Math War with their students; several of my 
variations are original, but the underlying idea is far from new.

Or consider the lineage of Forty-Niners, featured in the Math You 
Can Play addition book. First someone invented dice, and centuries of 
players created a multitude of folk games, culminating in Pig.* Using 
cards instead of dice and adding a Wild West theme, James Ernest 
created the Gold Digger variation and gave it away at his website.† 
Teachers wanted their students to practice with bigger numbers, so 
they tried a regular deck of playing cards, and the game became Stop 
or Dare at Nrich.‡ For my version, I increased the risk level by turning 
all the face cards into bandits and adding the jokers as claim jumpers.

Game rules are a social convention, easily changed by agreement 
among the players. Feel free to invent your own rules, and encourage 
your children to modify the games as they play. Here are some things 
you might try:

• Can you make the game easier, so young children can play? 
Or harder, to challenge adults?

• What would happen if you changed the number of moves? 
Or the number of cards you draw, or dice you can throw?

• Can you invent a story to explain the game or tie it to a 
favorite book?

* En.Wikipedia.org/Wiki/Pig_(dice_game)
† Cheapass.com/FreeGames/Golddigger
‡ Nrich.Maths.org/1193
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• If the game uses cards, can you figure out a way to play it 
with dice or dominoes? Or transfer it to a game board?

• If the game uses a number chart, could you play it on a 
clock or calendar instead? Or is there a way to use money 
in the game?

• Or can you change it into a whole-body action game? Per-
haps using sidewalk chalk?

As children tinker with the game, they will be prompted to think more 
deeply about the math behind it. If you come up with a favorite varia-
tion, send me an email, and I may include it in the next edition.*

Finally, although the point of these games is for children to practice 
mental math, please don’t think of them as worksheets in disguise. A 
game should be voluntary and fun. No matter how good it sounds to 
you, if a game doesn’t interest your kids, put it away. You can always try 
another one tomorrow.

You will know when you find the right game because your children 
will wear you out wanting to play it again and again and again.

* LetsPlayMath@gmail.com
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Gather Your Game Supplies

I have a limited amount of free time, and I don’t want to spend it 
cutting out specialized game pieces or cards, so I have tried to avoid 
that sort of thing here. A few of the games require printable cards or 
game boards, but most of the games in the Math You Can Play series 
use basic items you already have, such as playing cards and dice.

If you want to put together a game box to keep all your supplies in 
one place, you will need the following:

• standard playing cards (two or more decks)

• pencils or pens

• colored felt-tip markers or colored pencils

• graph paper in assorted sizes*

• a couple of hundred charts†

• at least two kinds of tokens (see suggestions below)

• dice

• dominoes

* Incompetech.com/GraphPaper
† TheMathWorksheetSite.com/H_Chart.html

We do not stop playing because we grow old. We grow old because we stop 
playing.

—anonymous

A

A
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A Deck of Math Cards

Whenever a game calls for playing cards, I use an international stan-
dard poker- or bridge-style deck (or pack, the terms are interchange-
able). There are fifty-two cards in four suits—spades (the pointy black 
shape), hearts, clubs (the clover shape), and diamonds—with thirteen 
cards per suit. The number cards range from the ace to ten, and each 
suit has three face cards called jack, queen, and king. Your deck may 
have one or two additional cards called jokers, which are not officially 
part of the deck but may be used for some games.

Math cards are simply the forty number cards (ace through ten 
in all four suits) from a standard deck. The ace counts as “one” in all 
math card games. Some game variations call for using the face cards as 
higher numbers: jack = 11, queen = 12, and king = 13. In a few games, 
we use the queens as zeros, because the Q is round enough for pretend.

Other types of card decks may work as well, so feel free to exper-
iment with whatever you have on hand. For instance, Uno cards are 

A

A

2

2

3

3
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numbered 0–9, Phase 10 cards have 1–12, and Rook cards go from 1 
to 14. Rummikub tiles number 1–13. Most of the games in this book 
could be adapted to use any of these. 

Game Boards

Many games use graph paper or a hundred chart, which you can easily 
find online. For most other games, hand-drawn boards work fine. One 
reason Tic-Tac-Toe is a perennial favorite is that children can draw the 
board whenever they want to play.

I’ve created a free pdf packet of charts and game boards called the 
Number Game Printables Pack, which you can download from my blog.* 

* tinyurl.com/MathYouCanPlay
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You can play many games on a hundred chart. The Number 
Game Printables Pack includes 0–99 charts, too.
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You may reproduce these for use within your own family, classroom, or 
homeschool group.

To save paper, you may wish to re-use game boards. Print the game 
board on cardstock and laminate it—I love my laminator!—or slip the 
printed game board into a clear (not frosted) page protector, adding 
a few extra sheets of card stock or the back of an old notebook for 
stiffness. Then your children can mark moves with dry-erase markers 
and wipe them clean with an old, dry cloth. Some of the colored dry-
erase markers leave stains, but you can wash off stubborn marks with 
rubbing alcohol or window cleaner.

A very few games call for larger homemade boards. For example, 
Dinosaur Race (in the counting book) needs a simple track, twelve 
to twenty spaces long, and each space needs to be large enough for a 
couple of toy dinosaurs or other small figures. A manila file folder can 
serve as a sturdy foundation on which to draw or paste the board, con-
venient for playing and easy to store. And if you keep a stack of blank 
manila folders freely available, you children will enjoy making up their 
own board games. 

Other Bits and Pieces

Many games call for small toy figures or other items to mark the play-
ers’ position or moves. If two different types of tokens are needed, you 
may borrow the pieces from a checkers game or try using pennies and 

Glue two manila folders together to make 
an even bigger game board.
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nickels, milk jug lids in different colors, dried pinto and navy beans, or 
inexpensive acrylic stones from the craft section of your local depart-
ment store.

When a game calls for dice, I have in mind the standard six-sided 
cubes with dots marking the numbers one through six. Most games 
only need one or two dice, but Farkle requires six. In many of the 
games, you may substitute higher-numbered dice for a greater chal-
lenge. And children enjoy using funky dice when making up their own 
games.

A few games call for either a double-6 or double-9 set of dominoes. 
If you are buying these, I recommend getting the larger set. You can 
always set aside the higher-numbered tiles when playing with young 
children.

Ready to Play?

Most of the time, it is best to let children learn by playing. Explain the 
rules as simply as possible and get right into the fun of the game. You 
can add details, exceptions, and special situations as they come up in 
the course of play or before starting future games. At our house, we 
usually play a few practice rounds first, and I make sure all the rules 
have been explained before we begin to keep score.

Card games have a traditional ethic that guides players in choosing 
who gets to deal, who goes first, what to do if something goes wrong 
in the deal or during play, and more. If you are unsure about questions 
of this sort, read Game-Playing Basics in the resource section.

Many of the game listings include suggestions for house rules, which 
are optional modifications of the game. The way a game is played can 
vary tremendously from one place to another, and only a few tourna-
ment-style games have an official governing body to set the rules. If 
you’re not playing in an official competition, then everything is nego-
tiable. Players should make sure they agree on the rules before starting 
to play.
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SeCtion ii

Counting & Number 
Bond Games
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Early Counting

For very young children, counting is a three-fold challenge.

• Point to each item in your collection, without skipping or 
repeating any of them.

• Recite the counting numbers in order as you point, one per 
item, without missing or repeating any numbers.

• Recognize that the last number you say has a double mean-
ing. It names that item (the seventh thing in my collection) 
and also tells how many items are in the group.

Mistakes are common in all three areas, so don’t be surprised when 
your children get confused. The process will eventually come together 
in their minds.

Subitizing Cards

Subitizing (“soo-bit-izing”) means being able to recognize at a glance 
how many items are in a group. Very young children can subitize 
groups of two or three, but counting the spots on a six-sided die is 
difficult for them. Adults can usually subitize up to four items and rely 
on counting, pattern recognition, or quick mental addition for larger 
numbers.

A child learns to count spoonfuls, learns to count people, learns to count 
fingers, learns to just plain count, and in the process acquires the abstract 
concept of, for example, “two.” The child takes ownership of this concept 
and can reapply it freely.

As adults we may take “two” for granted, but we have never met it, 
never touched it, never tasted it. It is one of the first completely abstract 
concepts that we ever owned.

—Jonathan halabi

2

2
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Normal playing cards can be even more confusing to preschool 
children than dice because they do not yet know (or consistently re-
member) the number symbols. And traditional playing cards include 
extra suit symbols next to each number, which are not supposed to be 
counted.

To avoid frustrating young children and distracting them from the 
game, I recommend that parents of preschoolers make a special set of 
subitizing cards. Take the aces, twos, and threes from a deck of cards.*  
Either cut off the corners or use white correction fluid to cover the 
extra symbols. Keep these cards separate from your other decks.

By the way, the written symbols for numbers are properly called 
numerals. A numeral is related to its number as a street sign is relat-
ed to the street itself, or as your name is related to you, the person. I 
remember suffering under pedantic elementary teachers who fussed 
about correct usage during the New Math era of the 1960s. Most peo-
ple speak informally, however, and use the word number in both cases.

Dotty Subitizing Cards

Or if you’re feeling creative, make a special set of polka-dot subitizing 
cards. You will need 12–18 blank index cards or several sheets of thick  
 

* You can save the rest of the cards to use as train cars for Number Train. Or convert them into a 
Euchre deck for older children and adults.

How many items do you see? Young children 
don’t know which shapes to ignore.

3

3
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paper cut into card-size pieces.

• Divide your blank cards into three piles.

• For the first pile, make one dot on each card. I like to use 
a set of bingo-style paint markers from the dollar store for 
making big, colorful dots, or you can draw a circle and color 
it in with regular markers.

• For the second pile, make two dots per card, and put three 
dots on each card in the third pile. On some cards you may 
want to place the dots randomly. On others, follow the 
dots-in-a-row pattern used on dice and playing cards.

• After the marker paint is dry, you can laminate the cards 
for durability if you wish.
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Chopsticks

Math Concepts: counting up to five.
Players: two or more.
Equipment: none. 

How to Play

Each player starts with both hands as fists, palm down, pointer fingers 
extended to show one point for each hand. On your turn, use one of 
your fingers to tap one hand:

• If you tap an opponent’s hand, that person must extend 
as many extra fingers on that hand (in addition to the 
points already there) as you have showing on the hand that 
tapped. Your own fingers don’t change. If you force your 
opponent to extend all the fingers and thumb on one hand, 
that makes a “dead hand” which must be put behind the 
player’s back, out of the game.

• If you tap your own hand, you can “split” fingers from one 
hand to the other. For instance, if you have three points on 
one hand and only one on the other, you may tap hands 
to rearrange them, putting out two fingers on each hand. 
Splits do not have to end up even, but each hand must get 
at least one point (and less than five, of course).

• Or you may even revive a dead hand if you have enough 
fingers on your other hand to split. Tap the dead hand, 
which has zero points, and then share out the points from 
your other hand as you wish.

The last player with a live hand wins the game.
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Variations

For a shorter game, don’t allow splits. Or allow ordinary splits, but not 
splitting fingers to dead hands.

Knubs: All splits must share the fingers evenly between the hands. If 
you have an odd number of points, this will leave you with “half fin-
gers,” shown by curling those fingers down.

Zombies: (For advanced players.) If a hand is tapped with more fin-
gers than are needed to put it out of the game, it comes back from the 
dead with the leftover points. For instance, if you have four fingers out, 
and your opponent taps you with a two-finger hand, that would fill up 
your hand with one point left over. Close your fist, and then hold out 
just the zombie point. In this variation, the only way to kill a hand is 
to give it exactly five points.

When a two-points hand taps a one-point hand, 
that player must put out two more fingers.
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History

Finger-counting games are common in eastern Asia—and they must 
be contagious, since my daughters caught them from their Kore-
an friends at college. Middle school teacher Nico Rowinsky shared 
Chopsticks (which is simpler than the version my daughters brought 
home) in a comment on the “Tiny Math Games” post at Dan Meyer’s 
blog.*

* Blog.MrMeyer.com/2013/Tiny-Math-Games/ 
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Collect Ten

Math Concepts: subitizing, counting to ten.
Players: any number.
Equipment: subitizing cards, pile of tokens, a bowl for each player.

How to Play

Give each player a bowl or small basket. Place the pile of tokens (pen-
nies, milk jug lids, cotton balls, or small toys) in the center, where all 
can reach. Shuffle and stack the cards or spread them face down into 
a fishing pond.

On your turn, draw a card and count that many tokens to put in 
your bowl. Very young children can count by matching tokens to their 
card, placing one on each symbol. Now count how many items you 
have collected so far. The first player to collect ten or more is the win-
ner.

Variations

Make up a story to go with the game. You are collecting eggs on the 
farm, or you are robots picking out new gears and memory chips, or 
perhaps the goldfish have escaped from their bowl and need help get-
ting back into the water.

As your child learns to count higher, let the target number grow. 
Can you collect fifteen or twenty?

Give Away: Start with ten tokens in your bowl. On each turn draw a 
card, and put that many tokens into a discard pile on the table. How 
many do you have left? The first player to get rid of all the tokens wins 
the game.

Up and Down the Stairs: The parent rolls a die or draws a card, and 
the child moves that many steps. Or have the child start on the middle 
stair and move up for a black card and down for a red card. Will they 
ever get off the stairs?
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Domino Match

Math Concepts: counting to six, subitizing with dot patterns, visual 
memory, matching sets.
Players: two or more.
Equipment: one set of double-6 dominoes, two six-sided dice.

How to Play

Set all domino tiles face up in the middle of the table. On your turn, 
roll the two dice and claim the domino tile that matches the dot pat-
terns on both dice. With two players, the first to claim ten tiles wins 
the game. For three or more players, the goal is six tiles. 

Variation

Domino Cover-Up: Players each need their own type or color of to-
ken. When there is no tile that matches both dice rolled, the player 
may put tokens on any two separate tiles, covering the matching num-
bers. On a future turn, the player may be able to claim one of these tiles 
by rolling the uncovered number.

If you roll a two and three, then look for the 
domino tile with those numbers.



Coming in Spring 2015:

Young children can play with subitizing, counting, and number 
recognition while learning the basic principle of good sportsmanship, 
to respond gracefully whether they win or lose. Older students will 
explore place value, build number sense, and begin practicing the math 
facts.

Early Counting
Chopsticks ~ Collect Ten ~ Domino Match ~ Dinosaur Race ~ Num-
ber Train

Childhood Classics
Bango ~ War ~ Crazy Eights ~ Michigan (Boodle) ~ Fan Tan (Sevens) 
~ Dominoes

Number Bonds
Odd Man Out ~ Domino Bond ~ Nine Cards ~ Tens Go Fish ~ Shut 
the Box

Bigger Numbers
Twenty-One ~ 50 Sticker Race ~ What’s My Number? ~ 2-Digit 
Number Train ~ Snugglenumber


